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Venue: Telescope, No.10, Caochangdi, Chaoyang District, Beijing

Opening Hours: 11:00-18:00 Thur. to Sun.

Contact: 

On the surface, Liu Dongxu’s work is simple and spare, but executed with

technical precision  and great sensitivity. His sculpture explores the

nondescript and familiar objects from our day to day environment,

architecture, and products fabricated for our homes, businesses, and personal

entertainment.  Liu states, “The specif ic forms in my work draw on the

languages of minimalism and surrealism. They re-discover and re-examine the

delicate and hidden meanings and content that may be overlooked in everyday

life. Through personal consciousness and the way I use materials and

structures, these contents become works that transcend their own forms. As a

result, the delicate and secretive contents from the everyday life are

transformed into a popularized ‘aesthetic’, and offers us new meanings.”

One way Liu achieves this “transformation” is through the multiplication of a

singular ‘borrowed’ shape. In the large free standing sculpture, 

, in the main gallery space, Liu has used the ubiquitous 3-D

combination puzzle, Rubik’s Cube, as his starting point. The “Cube” was

invented by Ernö Rubik in 1974, he was also a sculptor and professor. He f irst

developed it as a teaching tool to help his students in solving structural

problems of 3D objects with independently moving parts. Like an aesthetic

surgeon, Liu has taken this object and opened it up, altered its physical

makeup and color, and replicated it, so that we can ‘see’ inside to be able to

imagine new purposes for an old system.

The black sculpture in the main gallery, , suggests a state of

accumulation of material and sound; a collection of classical music vinyl

records, that gave Liu the impression of the overlapping of time and space. Liu

states that as in “Bach’s composition, The Well-Tempered Clavier, his music is

as impressive as the architectural structure of his music is clear, rigorous, and

logical. People can capture the details of melody, harmony, rhythm and other

elements without losing the overall feeling of the structure. It is the whole that

gives meaning to details. Music is based on a clear structure, and i am trying to
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turn it into a tangible entity.” 

, the marble appendage jutting out of the wall, is a pairing of

Chinese Western Zhou period bronze ware, a flower incense burner, and the

‘column,’  the defining structural element in the western classical period’s

architectural system.  is an analysis of the spiritual connection

between similar shapes of different civilizations. 

In the small gallery there is one work that covers the floor and a portion of the

back wall,  At f irst glance one might think of tire tracks left in

the earth, or smooth waves glistening in a golden moonlight. “Moonlight is a

quiet reflective light, broad, even, gentle. Under the moonlight, it is hard to

distinguish the real shape of things,” states Liu. The sculpture is made of

delicate porcelain with a metallic gold glaze, but resembles shiny cast bronze

or molded brass. The zig-zag lines remind Liu of the designs painted on ancient

pottery, as well as the popular gold Japanese kitty, Maneki-Neko, a ceramic

‘good luck’ f igure that constantly produces ‘golden waves’ as it greets

customers into countless shops and restaurants around the world. But, “under

the moonlight, it is always hard to distinguish the real shape of things.” 

LIU Dongxu, born in Shaanxi in 1983. Worked in the studio of Swiss artist Not

Vital. Currently works and lives in Beijing. 

Solo Exhibition 

2018 Oblique Façades, Telescope, Beijing 

Group Exhibitions 

2017 Art is Much Splendid a Thing, Gallery 55, Shanghai

2013 MIDDLE, Switzerland
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